Introduction
============

Bias can be defined as any systematic error in the design, conduct, or analysis of a study. In health studies, bias can arise from two different sources; the approach adopted for selecting subjects for a study or the approach adopted for collecting or measuring data from a study. These are, respectively, termed as selection bias and information bias.[@b1-jmdh-9-211] Bias can have different effects on the validity of medical research findings. In epidemiological studies, bias can lead to inaccurate estimates of association, or over- or underestimation of risk parameters. Allocating the sources of bias and their impacts on final results are key elements for making valid conclusions. Information bias, otherwise known as misclassification, is one of the most common sources of bias that affects the validity of health research. It originates from the approach that is utilized to obtain or confirm study measurements. These measurements can be obtained by experimentation (eg, bioassays) or observation (eg, questionnaires or surveys).

Medical practitioners are conscious of the fact that the results of their investigation can be deemed invalid if they do not account for major sources of bias. While a number of studies have discussed different types of bias,[@b2-jmdh-9-211]--[@b4-jmdh-9-211] the problem of bias is still frequently ignored in practice. Often bias is unintentionally introduced into a study by researchers, making it difficult to recognize, but it can also be introduced intentionally. Thus, bias remains a very sensitive issue to address and discuss openly. The aim of this paper is to raise the awareness of three specific forms of information bias in observational and experimental medical research study designs. These are self-reporting bias, and the often-marginalized measurement error bias, and confirmation bias. We present clear and simple strategies to improve the decision-making process. As will be seen, specifying the type of bias can be essential for limiting its implications. The "Self-reporting bias" section discusses the problem of bias in self-reporting data and presents two examples of self-reporting bias, social desirability bias and recall bias. The "Measurement error bias" section describes the problem of measurement error bias, while the "Confirmation bias" section discusses the problem of confirmation bias.

Self-reporting bias
===================

Self-reporting is a common approach for gathering data in epidemiologic and medical research. This method requires participants to respond to the researcher's questions without his/her interference. Examples of self-reporting include questionnaires, surveys, or interviews. However, relative to other sources of information, such as medical records or laboratory measurements, self-reported data are often argued to be unreliable and threatened by self-reporting bias.

The issue of self-reporting bias represents a key problem in the assessment of most observational (such as cross-sectional or comparative, eg, case--control or cohort) research study designs, although it can still affect experimental studies. Nevertheless, when self-reporting data are correctly utilized, they can help to provide a wider range of responses than many other data collection instruments.[@b5-jmdh-9-211] For example, self-reporting data can be valuable in obtaining subjects' perspectives, views, and opinions.

There are a number of aspects of bias that accompany self-reported data and these should be taken into account during the early stages of the study, particularly when designing the self-reporting instrument. Bias can arise from social desirability, recall period, sampling approach, or selective recall. Here, two examples of self-reporting bias are discussed: social desirability and recall bias.

Social desirability bias
------------------------

When researchers use a survey, questionnaire, or interview to collect data, in practice, the questions asked may concern private or sensitive topics, such as self-report of dietary intake, drug use, income, and violence. Thus, self-reporting data can be affected by an external bias caused by social desirability or approval, especially in cases where anonymity and confidentiality cannot be guaranteed at the time of data collection. For instance, when determining drug usage among a sample of individuals, the results could underestimate the exact usage. The bias in this case can be referred to as social desirability bias.

### Overcoming social desirability bias

The main strategy to prevent social desirability bias is to validate the self-reporting instrument before implementing it for data collection.[@b6-jmdh-9-211]--[@b11-jmdh-9-211] Such validation can be either internal or external. In internal validation, the responses collected from the self-reporting instrument are compared with other data collection methods, such as laboratory measurements. For example, urine, blood, and hair analysis are some of the most commonly used validation approaches for drug testing.[@b12-jmdh-9-211]--[@b14-jmdh-9-211] However, when laboratory measurements are not available or it is not possible to analyze samples in a laboratory for reasons such as cost and time, external validation is often used. There are different methods, including medical record checks or reports from family or friends to examine externally the validity of the self-reporting instrument.[@b12-jmdh-9-211],[@b15-jmdh-9-211]

Note that several factors must be accounted for in the design and planning of the validation studies, and in some cases, this can be very challenging. For example, the characteristics of the sample enrolled in the validation study should be carefully investigated. It is important to have a random selection of individuals so that results from the validation can be generalized to any group of participants. When the sampling approach is not random and subjective, the results from the validation study can only apply to the same group of individuals, and the differences between the results from validation studies and self-reporting instruments cannot be used to adjust for differences in any group of individuals.[@b12-jmdh-9-211],[@b16-jmdh-9-211] Hence, when choosing a predesigned and validated self-reporting instrument, information on the group of participants enrolled in the validation process should be obtained. This information should be provided as part of the research paper and if not, further communication is needed with the authors of the work in order to obtain them. For example, if the target of the study is to examine drug use among the general population with no specific background, then a self-reporting instrument that has been validated on a sample of the population having general characteristics should be used. In addition, combining more than one validation technique or the use of multiple data sources may increase the validity of the results.

Moreover, the possible effects of social desirability on study outcomes should be identified during the design phase of the data collection method. As such, measurement scales such as Marlowe--Crowne Social Desirability Scale[@b17-jmdh-9-211] or Martin--Larsen Approval Motivation score[@b18-jmdh-9-211] would be useful to identify and measure the social desirability aspect of the self-reported information.

Recall bias
-----------

Occasionally, study participants can erroneously provide responses that depend on his/her ability to recall past event. The bias in this case can be referred to as recall bias, as it is a result of recall error. This type of bias often occurs in case--control or retrospective cohort study designs, where participants are required to evaluate exposure variables retrospectively using a self-reporting method, such as self-administered questionnaires.[@b19-jmdh-9-211]--[@b21-jmdh-9-211]

While the problems posed by recall bias are no less than those caused by social desirability, recall bias is more common in epidemiologic and medical research. The effect of recall bias has been investigated extensively in the literature, with particular focus on survey methods for measuring dietary or food intake.[@b22-jmdh-9-211]--[@b25-jmdh-9-211] If not given proper consideration, it can either underestimate or overestimate the true effect or association. For example, a recall error in a dietary survey may result in underestimates of the association between dietary intake and disease risk.[@b24-jmdh-9-211]

### Overcoming recall bias

To overcome recall bias, it is important to recognize cases where recall errors are more likely to occur. Recall bias was found to be related to a number of factors, including length of the recall period (ie, short or long times of clinical assessment), characteristics of the disease under investigation (eg, acute, chronic), patient/sample characteristics (eg, age, accessibility), and study design (eg, duration of study).[@b26-jmdh-9-211]--[@b30-jmdh-9-211] For example, in a case--control study, cases are often more likely to recall exposure to risk factors than healthy controls. As such, true exposure might be underreported in healthy controls and overreported in the cases. The size of the difference between the observed rates of exposure to risk factors in cases and controls will consequently be inflated, and, in turn, the observed odds ratio would also increase.

Many solutions have proven to be useful for minimizing and, in some cases, eliminating recall bias. For example, to select the appropriate recall period, all the above-mentioned factors should be considered in relation to recall bias. Previous literature showed that a short recall period is preferable to a long one, particularly when asking participants about routine or frequent events. In addition, the recall period can be stratified according to participant demographics and the frequency of events they experienced. For example, when participants are expected to have a number of events to recall, they can be asked to describe a shorter period than those who would have fewer events to recall. Other methods to facilitate participant's recall include the use of memory aids, diaries, and interviewing of participants prior to initiating the study.[@b31-jmdh-9-211]

However, when it is not possible to eliminate recall errors, it is important to obtain information on the error characteristics and distribution. Such information can be obtained from previous or pilot studies and is useful when adjusting the subsequent analyses and choosing a suitable statistical approach for data analysis. It must be borne in mind that there are fundamental differences between statistical approaches to make adjustments that address different assumptions about the errors.[@b22-jmdh-9-211],[@b32-jmdh-9-211]--[@b36-jmdh-9-211] When conducting a pilot study to examine error properties, a high level of accuracy and careful planning are needed, as validation largely depends on biological testing or laboratory measurements, which, besides being costly to conduct, are often subject to measurement errors. For example, in a validation study to estimate sodium intake using a 24-hour urinary excretion method, the estimated sodium intake tended to be lower than the true amount.[@b25-jmdh-9-211] Despite these potential shortcomings, the use of biological testing or laboratory measurements is one of the most credible approaches to validate self-reported data. More information on measurement errors is provided in the next section.

It is important to point out that overcoming recall bias can be difficult in practice. In particular, bias often accompanies results from case--control studies. Hence, case--control studies can be conducted in order to generate a research hypothesis, but not to evaluate prognoses or treatment effects. Finally, more research is needed to assess the impact of recall bias. Studies to evaluate the agreements between responses from self-reporting instruments and gold-standard data sources should be conducted. Such studies can provide medical researchers with information concerning the validity of the self-reporting instrument before utilizing it in a study or for a disease under investigation. Other demographic factors associated with recall bias can also be identified. For instance, a high agreement was found between self-reported questionnaires and medical record diagnoses of diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, myocardial infarction, and stroke but not for heart failure.[@b37-jmdh-9-211]

Measurement error bias
======================

Device inaccuracy, environmental conditions in the laboratory, or self-reported measurements are all sources of errors. If these errors occur, observed measurements will differ from the actual values, and this is often referred to as measurement error, instrumental error, measurement imprecision, or measurement bias. These errors are encountered in both observational (such as cohort studies) and experimental (such as laboratory tests) study designs. For example, in an observational study of cardiovascular disease, measurements of blood cholesterol levels (as a risk factor) often included errors.

An analysis that ignores the effect of measurement error on the results can be referred to as a naïve analysis.[@b22-jmdh-9-211] Results obtained from using naïve analysis can be potentially biased and misleading. Such results can include inconsistent (or biased) and/or inefficient estimators of regression parameters, which may yield poor inferences about confidence intervals and the hypothesis testing of parameters.[@b22-jmdh-9-211],[@b34-jmdh-9-211]

However, random sampling should not be confused with measurement error variability. Commonly used statistical methods can address the sampling variability during data analysis, but they do not account for uncertainty due to measurement error.

Measurement error bias has rarely been discussed or adjusted for in the medical research literature, except in the field of forensic medicine, where forensic toxicologists have undoubtedly the most theoretical understanding of measurement bias as it is particularly relevant for their type of research.[@b38-jmdh-9-211] Known examples of measurement error bias have also been reported for blood alcohol content analyses.[@b38-jmdh-9-211],[@b39-jmdh-9-211]

Systematic and random error
---------------------------

Errors could occur in a random or systematic manner. When errors are systematic, the observed measurements deviate from true values in a consistent manner, that is, they are either consistently higher or lower than the true values. For example, a device could be calibrated improperly and subtract a certain amount from each measurement. By not accounting for this deviation in the measurement, the results will contain systematic errors and in this case, true measurements would be underestimated.

For random errors, the deviation of the observed from true values is not consistent, causing errors to occur in an unpredictable manner. Such errors will follow a distribution, in the simplest case a gaussian (also called normal or bell-shaped) distribution, and will have a mean and standard deviation. When the mean is zero, the measured value should be reported within an interval around zero and an estimated amount of deviation from the actual value. When the target value is reported to fall within a range or interval of minimum and maximum levels, the size of the interval depends mainly on the size of measurement errors, that is, the larger the errors, the larger the uncertainty and hence the wider the intervals, which could affect the precision level.

Random errors could also be proportional to the measured amount. In this case, errors can be referred to as multiplicative or non-gaussian errors.[@b36-jmdh-9-211] These random errors occur due to uncontrollable and possibly unknown experimental factors, such as laboratory environment conditions that affect concentrations in biological experiments. Examples of non-gaussian errors can be found in breath alcohol measurements, in which the variability around the measurement increases with increasing alcohol concentrations.[@b40-jmdh-9-211]--[@b42-jmdh-9-211]

Adjusting for measurement error bias
------------------------------------

The type and distribution of measurement errors determines the type of adjusting method.[@b34-jmdh-9-211] When errors are systematic, calibration methods can be used to reduce their effects on the results. These methods are based on a reference measurement that can be obtained from a previous or pilot study, and used as the correct quantity to calibrate the study measurements. As such, simple mathematical tools can be used if the errors are estimated. The adjustment methods for systematic errors are simpler to apply than those for random errors.

Significant efforts have been made to develop sophisticated statistical approaches that adjust for the effect of random measurement errors.[@b34-jmdh-9-211] Commonly available and popular statistical software packages, such as R Software Package (<http://www.r-project.org>) and the Stata (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA) include features that allow adjustments to be made for random measurement errors. Some of the bias adjustment methods include simulation--extrapolation, regression calibration, and the instrumental variable approach.[@b34-jmdh-9-211] In order to select the best adjustment approach, knowledge of the error properties is essential. For example, the amount of standard deviation and the shape of error distribution should be identified through a previous or pilot study. Therefore, evaluation of the measuring technique is recommended to identify the error properties before starting the actual measuring procedure. Error properties should also be identified for survey measurement errors, in which methods for examining the reliability and validity of the survey can be used such as test--retest and record checks.

A simpler approach used by practitioners to minimize errors in epidemiologic studies is replication; in this method, replicates of the risk factor (eg, long-term average nutrients) are available and the mean of these values is calculated and used to present an approximate value relative to the actual value.[@b43-jmdh-9-211] These replicates can also be used to estimate the measurement error variance and apply an adjusted statistical approach.

Confirmation bias
=================

Placing emphasis on one hypothesis because it does not contradict investigator beliefs is called confirmation bias, otherwise known as confirmatory, ascertainment, or observer bias. Confirmation bias is a type of psychological bias in which a decision is made according to the subject's preconceptions, beliefs, or preferences. Such bias results from human errors, including imprecision and misconception. Confirmation bias can also emerge owing to overconfidence, which results in contradictory evidence being ignored or overlooked.[@b44-jmdh-9-211] In medicine, confirmation bias is one of the main reasons for diagnostic errors and may cause inaccurate diagnosis and improper treatment management.[@b45-jmdh-9-211]--[@b47-jmdh-9-211]

An understanding of how the results of a medical investigation are affected by confirmation bias is important. Many studies have demonstrated that any aspect of investigation that requires human judgment is subject to confirmation bias,[@b48-jmdh-9-211]--[@b50-jmdh-9-211] which was also found to influence the inclusion and exclusion criteria of randomized controlled trial study designs.[@b51-jmdh-9-211] There are many examples of confirmation bias in the medical literature, some of which are even illustrated in DNA matching.[@b16-jmdh-9-211]

Overcoming confirmation bias
----------------------------

Researchers have shown that not accounting for confirmation bias could affect the reliability of the investigation. Several studies in the literature also suggest a number of approaches for dealing with this type of bias. An approach that is often used is to conduct multiple and independent checks on study subjects across different laboratories or through consultation with other researchers who may have differing opinions. Through this approach, scientists can seek independent feedback and confirmation.[@b52-jmdh-9-211] The use of blinding or masking procedures, whether single- or double-blinded, is important for enhancing the reliability of scientific investigations. These approaches have proven to be very useful in clinical trials, as they protect final conclusions from confirmation bias. The blinding may involve participant, treating clinician, recruiter, and/or assessor.

In addition, researchers should be encouraged to evaluate evidence objectively, taking into account contradictory evidence, and alter perspectives through specific education and training programs,[@b53-jmdh-9-211],[@b54-jmdh-9-211] with no overcorrection or change in the researcher's decision making.[@b55-jmdh-9-211]

However, the problem with the above suggestions is that they become ineffective if specific factors of bias are not accounted for. For example, researchers could reach conclusions in haste due to external pressure to obtain results, which can be particularly true in highly sensitive clinical trials. Bias in such cases is a very sensitive issue, as it might affect the validity of the investigation. We can, however, avoid the possibility of such bias by developing and following well-designed study protocols.

Finally, in order to overcome confirmation bias and enhance the reliability of investigations, it is important to accept that bias is a part of investigations. Quantifying this inevitable bias and its potential sources must be part of well-developed conclusions.

Conclusion
==========

Bias in epidemiologic and medical research is a major problem. Understanding the possible types of bias and how they affect research conclusions is important to ensure the validity of findings. This work discussed some of the most common types of information bias, namely self-reporting bias, measurement error bias, and confirmation bias. Approaches for overcoming bias through the use of adjustment methods were also presented. A summary of study types with common data collection methods, type of information bias and adjusting or preventing strategies is presented in [Table 1](#t1-jmdh-9-211){ref-type="table"}. The framework described in this work provides epidemiologists and medical researchers with useful tools to manage information bias in their scientific investigations. The consequences of ignoring this bias on the validity of the results were also described.

Bias is often not accounted for in practice. Even though a number of adjustment and prevention methods to mitigate bias are available, applying them can be rather challenging due to limited time and resources. For example, measurement error bias properties might be difficult to detect, particularly if there is a lack of information about the measuring instrument. Such information can be tedious to obtain as it requires the use of validation studies and, as mentioned before, these studies can be expensive and require careful planning and management. Although conducting the usual analysis and ignoring measurement error bias may be tempting, researchers should always follow the practice of reporting any evidence of bias in their results.

In order to minimize or eliminate bias, careful planning is needed in each step of the research design. For example, several rules and procedures should be followed when designing self-reporting instruments. Training of interviewers is important in minimizing such type of bias. On the other hand, the effect of measurement error can be difficult to eliminate since measuring devices and algorithms are often imperfect. A general rule is to revise the level of accuracy of the measuring instrument before utilizing it for data collection. Such adjustments should greatly reduce any possible defects. Finally, confirmation bias can be eliminated from the results if investigators take into account different factors that can affect human judgment.

Researchers should be familiar with sources of bias in their results, and additional effort is needed to minimize the possibility and effects of bias. Increasing the awareness of the possible shortcomings and pitfalls of decision making that can result in bias should begin at the medical undergraduate level and students should be provided with examples to demonstrate how bias can occur. Moreover, adjusting for bias or any deficiency in the analysis is necessary when bias cannot be avoided. Finally, when presenting the results of a medical research study, it is important to recognize and acknowledge any possible source of bias.
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###### 

Type of study designs, common data collection methods, type of bias, and adjusting strategies

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study design                 Data collection method                                    Type of bias          Overcoming strategy
  ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Observational                Self-administered questionnaire, surveys, or interviews   Social desirability   Conduct internal or external validation study

                                                                                                               Apply Marlowe--Crowne Social Desirability Scale or Martin--Larsen Approval Motivation score

                                                                                         Recall                Use memory aids or diaries\
                                                                                                               Interview a subsample of participants prior to initiating the study (validated subsample)

  Observational/experimental   Laboratory tests                                          Systematic errors     Conduct calibration study

                                                                                         Random errors         Apply statistical adjusting method (eg, simulation--extrapolation, regression calibration, Bayesian approaches)\
                                                                                                               Replicate measurements

                               Clinical examination/diagnostic tests                     Confirmation          Make multiple and independent checks

                                                                                                               Introduce training and education programs
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
